
Literacy skills are the foundation for navigating 

the information bombardment of the 21st century 

– they are also a basic right. Whilst literacy 

importantly empowers students with the ability to 

learn, critically comprehend disinformation and 

truth, it also gives students a voice, it gives them an 

identity, it fights poverty and ignorance, it enables 

creativity and the ability to persuade. Yes, it’s 

reading and writing, but it’s so much more. 

Context

Literacy underpins much of the learning at ASMS. 

High literacy levels enable higher order thinking, 

student engagement and confidence. It is part of 

our Site Improvement Plan and incorporated into 

our 3-year plan. We are passionate about producing 

critical thinkers, contributive citizens, and life-long 

learners at the ASMS. As such we want our students 

to be able to critically comprehend texts, videos, 

and images independently and we want them to 

be articulate, perceptive and persuasive in written, 

spoken and visual mediums.   

What does this look like? 

The benefit of interdisciplinary learning at the ASMS 

is that literacy is everyone’s business. We use a 

variety of ways to track and develop students’ 

literacy. We focus on evidence-based strategies, are 

regularly involved in action research and are always 

on the lookout for new pedagogies and methods to 

improve our efficacy in this area. Methods include: 

• Using LEAP levelling to evaluate writing abilities 

and identify those who require support 

• Incorporating functional grammar, sentence 

structure and other strategies into Central Studies 

authentically. Strategies include: 

 » Nominalisation 

 » ‘This does that’ complex sentence strategy 

(based on the Seldon method) 

 » Relative clauses 

 » Verbs and adverbs in creative writing 

 » Modelling close reading 

• Reviewing the school’s methods of teaching 

literacy using the DfE Literacy Guidebooks 

• Offering Pop-up literacy PL sessions 

• Video drafting for feedback   

Literacy: 

 + Literacy strategies underpin all learning.  

 + Evidence based strategies are fundamental. 

 + There is no magic bullet or ‘one size fits all’ - design 

the literacy support that suits your site.

Supporting Literacy 
Development


